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ABSTRACT
CNT/iPP nanocomposites were made from solution of iPP/MWCNT in p-Xylene, at
nanotube concentrations of 0.01%, 0.1%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 5.0%, MWCNT by weight, and then
dried to form a powder. The powder was then compression molded into a film. The CNT/iPP
composite films were then melted in a Linkham shearing stage, and sheared at 1600C at 1 Hz for
2 seconds. Polarized optical microscopy (POM) shows that after crystallization and subsequent
reheating the sample birefringence survives beyond the standard melting temperature of
iPP. The crystallized sheared films are then analyzed using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), microscopic transmission ellipsometry (MTE), and wide angle X-ray scattering
(WAXS). WAXS scans show formation of ordered crystals consistent with the monoclinic alpha
phase of iPP. MTE scans of the sample immediately after shearing and after crystallization
confirm the ordering shown in the WAXS scans. DSC scans show a shift in the crystal melting
endotherm to higher temperature with increasing CNT concentrations as well as a smaller second
endothermic peak that shifts with CNT concentration. We conclude that CNTs increase the
crystal ordering in the sheared samples up to a concentration of 1% CNT by weight, while also
causing a small increase in the crystal melting temperature. The CNTs do not appear to have an
effect on the crystallinity of the samples.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1. Motivation
Polymers have become incredibly important in modern industrial society. They are used
to make everything from plastic bottles and fibers for clothing, to components in cars. Plastics
are mixed with rigid materials to form composites with improved physical properties (Powell pg.
160). These composites often use filler materials such as black carbon; however, nanoparticles
make particularly good fillers, because their high surface to volume ratio allows them to be used
in much lower quantities than conventional fillers (Manchado 2005). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
are of particular interest because they have outstanding physical properties, high strength, and
high surface to volume ratio (Xu 2008).
Iijima discovered carbon nanotubes in 1991 as the by-product of an electric-arc discharge
under a helium atmosphere between two high-purity graphite rods. Since then, scientists have
paid much attention to carbon nanotubes because of their remarkable physical properties, and
have developed new methods of manufacturing carbon nanotubes: laser ablation, gas-phase
catalytic growth, and chemical vapor deposition (Thostenson 2001). The carbon nanotubes used
in this paper were made through chemical vapor deposition. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
forms carbon nanotubes by decomposition of a carbon based gas. CVD is one of the best ways to
produce carbon nanotubes in large quantities (Thostenson 2001).
CNT’s come in two varieties: single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi wall
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). One can think of a SWCNT as a single layer of graphite (one
7

atom thick) rolled into a tube. A MWCNT is multiple concentric SWCNTs (Thostenson 2001)
(Figure 1). The tube can have a certain amount of twist. Depending on the twisting angle, carbon
nanotubes can act as either a conductor or a semiconductor (Thostenson 2001). The unique
structure of carbon nanotubes is what gives them their remarkable properties. Because of the
direct carbon to carbon bonding holding the carbon nanotube together, CNTs are 10-100 times
stronger than the best steel (Thostenson 2001). They also have an elastic modulus greater than 1
TPa, close to that of diamond, and they are thermally stable until 200oC (Thostenson 2001).
Finally, CNTs have a high surface area to volume ratio as well as a high aspect ratio, length to
width ratio. A typical value is around 1000-100 to1 for the length to width ratio (Fan 2005 and
Valentini 2003).

Figure 1: A cartoon of a MWCNT, showing the concentric rings of single walled carbon
nanotubes nested to form a multiwalled carbon nanotube. (Source
<http://www.crystalsoftcorp.com/Gallery/mwcnt.jpg>)
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All of these properties make carbon nanotubes a particularly interesting material with
which to make polymer composites with. The high strength of CNTs suggests that they may be
used to structurally reinforce the material and their high surface area to volume makes them a
good candidate for an effective crystal nucleating agent (Assouline 2003).
One plastic that people have attempted to mix with CNTs is polypropylene. Isotactic
polypropylene (iPP) is an important industrial polymer and is used to make large variety of
products, such as plastic cups, and clothing, and packaging. Even though iPP is cheap and
versatile, iPP is often prone to failure along the boundaries of its crystals (Lustiger 1998), and the
material properties of iPP are far from ideal (Xu 2008). This has led to research into using
additives to make iPP composites with improved physical properties compared to neat iPP.
2. Isotactic Polypropylene
IPP is a long flexible chain polymer with each unit having a chemical formula of C3H6
(Figure 2). Therefore, each monomer of polypropylene has a backbone of two carbons: one
carbon having a CH3 group and a hydrogen atom attached, the second carbon having two
hydrogen atoms attached. The location of the CH3 group determines the polymer’s tacticity. If the
location is random along the chain then the polypropylene is atactic. If the CH3 group is in the
same position on the carbon atoms in each link of the extended chain, then the polypropylene is
isotactic (Young pg. 85). The significant difference between the two is the fact that atactic
polypropylene does not readily crystallize because the irregular structure is not conducive to
forming highly ordered structures via crystallization. Atactic polypropylene therefore is mostly
amorphous (Young pg. 85). Amorphous means there is no regular crystal structure and the
polymer is generally an entangled collection of long chains. Unlike atactic polypropylene,
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isotactic polypropylene will crystallize. But like most plastics, iPP will not fully crystallize due
to entanglement of the long polymer chains. Therefore, crystallized iPP is a mixture of
crystallized and amorphous regions. Degree of crystallinity is a measurement of the percentage
of the sample that has become fully crystallized. In iPP a typical value is around 50% (AvilaOrta 2007). However, the crystallinity depends heavily on the crystallization conditions, such as
temperature or the presence of shear stress (Young pg. 263).
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C

C
H

H

N

Figure 2: A single monomer of polypropylene, repeated N times makes a single chain of iPP.
Where the CH3 group is located in the each unit of the polymer chain determines the tacticity of
the polymer. If the CH3 group is continually in the same position in each of the N units then the
polymer is isotactic. If it is in a random location then the polymer is atactic.
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Isotactic polypropylene forms three different crystalline phases, α, β, γ. Of the three
forms, α is the most common and forms under normal crystallization conditions (Varga 1989).
Each of the three crystalline phases can be identified by their distinctive wide angle X-ray
scattering pattern (WAXS) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: WAXS patterns of neat α, β and γ crystalline polymorphs of iPP. (Mezghani 1997)
The α phase of iPP has a monoclinic unit cell (Young pg. 249). This means that the three
sides of the unit cell are unequal and that two of the angles are 900 and one is not. In the case of
isotactic polypropylene the length of the axes are: a = .666 nm, b = 2.078 nm, c = .6495 nm
(chain axis), and the angles are: α = 900, β = 99.620, γ = 900.
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Figure 4: A figure showing an iPP monoclinic unit cell. The sides a, b, c are all different lengths.
The angle α is defined as the angle between the sides b and c. β and γ gamma are defined as the
angles between a and c, and a and b, respectively. In a monoclinic unit cell two of the angles are
900. The lengths of the sides and angles are not to scale. The c axis is the polymer chain axis, and
red lines mark the location of right handed helical chains and blue lines represent left handed
helical chains (Top view source Auriemma 2000).
When isotactic polypropylene is crystallized under most conditions it forms spherical
crystal aggregates called spherulites. The spherulites are formed from aggregating ribbons of
smaller crystal structures called lamellae. Spherulites grow from nucleation sites, and the number
of nucleation sites is increased as the rate of cooling increases. The spherulites will continue to
grow throughout the melt until they run out of space (Lustiger 1998). The spaces between
spherulites are generally non-crystalline and contain many of the impurities of the plastics,
because during crystallization the spherulites and the lamellae generally reject and push out
impurities ahead of the growth front. The boundaries between spherulites are where the polymer
is the weakest, and these boundaries are often the site of mechanical failure (Lustiger 1998).
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Because the boundary is the general area of failure, the strength of a polymer can be improved if
the spherulites are more numerous but smaller (Pavlov 1968).
In industry, though, iPP usually undergoes some form of shear stress during the
manufacturing process. Common forms of processing in industry include melt pressing, injection
molding, fiber spinning, and die-casting (Kumaraswamy 1999). When iPP is processed using any
of these processes, the process produces considerable shear stress on the polymer. Therefore, it is
of great interest to understand how iPP behaves under shear stress and what effect the shear has
on crystallization.
Many studies have been done on iPP crystallization under shear stress (Chen 2006, Li
2005, and Elmoumni 2006). In the paper by Chen, they found that shearing iPP induces
crystallization at higher than normal temperatures. This is because the orientation induced during
shear helps the polymer overcome the energy barriers to crystallization (Elmoumni 2006, Chen
2006). When iPP crystallizes under shear stress, the resulting crystals are long crystal fibers
(fibrillar), instead of the spherulites that form under conditions of no shear stress (Young pg.
271). IPP will also continue to form fibrillar crystals even if the shearing procedure occurs before
crystallization begins (Elmoumni 2006, Li 2005). The fibrillar crystal morphology is often
described as a shish-kabob structure (Figure 5), because the structure is essentially a long
stretched out precursor, the shish, with lamellae growing perpendicularly off the kabob (Li,
2005). In cases where crystallization occurred after rotational shearing, Elmoumni (2006) found
that there was a large strain requirement, greater than 600% (strain is the linear distance the
sample was rotated divided by the thickness of the sample), to produce oriented crystals. In Li’s
paper (2005) they propose a possible source of the shish-kabob structure. In their experiment,
they sheared the sample for a short period at high temperatures, 2000C, and took wide-angle X13

ray scans (WAXS) and small-angle X-ray (SAXS) scans of the iPP immediately after shearing.
They found a SAXS peak that indicated smectic liquid crystalline ordering. Smectic ordering
occurs when there is directional (orientational) and positional orientation in the sample (Figure
6). This means that the polymer chains are all oriented in the same direction and that their centers
of mass are aligned into layers. This is in contrast to nematic ordering where there is only
directional orientation. Li suggests that the smectic ordering caused by shear stress may act as
the precursors to the oriented crystals that develop later during crystallization (Li 2004).
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Figure 5: POM image through crossed polarizers of a sheared iPP sample after it was melted and
recrystallized at 1250C. Image shows fibrillar crystal structures as well as regular spherulites.
Fibrillar regions are the long bright regions while spherulites are the bright dots. The scale bar
(upper left) represents 200 µm.

Figure 6: Two images showing the difference between nematic and smectic liquid crystalline
ordering. Both have directional orientation with the long axis aligned vertically; however, the
smectic phase is also ordered positionaly with the centers of mass of the molecules aligned in
horizontal layers.
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The introduction of carbon nanotubes in CNT/iPP composites also affects the
crystallization of iPP. Wang (2007) in his paper on the nucleating effect of CNT’s in iPP
composites showed that the addition of carbon nanotubes increased the crystallization
temperature of the composites. Carbon nanotubes have also been shown to both improve the
tensile strength of iPP composites as well as cause a fibrillar structure where crystals grow
radially off the carbon nanotubes (Assouline 2003). Valentina, in a paper on categorizing melt
blended CNT/iPP composites, found that the effect of the carbon nanotubes on the crystal
melting temperature began to saturate around 5% by weight of CNTs. Initially there was a large
effect of carbon nanotubes on the crystal-melting peak for small concentrations, but after the
addition of 5% SWNT by weight there was a saturation effect. The initial 5% CNTs caused a
large increase in the crystallization temperature but subsequent higher concentrations crystallized
at only a slightly higher temperatures (Figure 7). CNT’s are also known to align along the
direction of shear flow (Fan 2005). In the paper by Fan (2005), they mixed CNT’s into a polymer
melt then applied various types of shear stress and measured the orientation of the carbon
nanotubes using transmission electron microscopy. They found that the multi-walled carbon
nanotubes aligned along the direction of shear flow and remained aligned after the shear stress
was removed. By order of magnitude analysis, they were able to show that Brownian motion
does not affect the carbon nanotubes and that the CNTs should remain aligned inside the
polymer.
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Figure 7: DSC curves of heat flow during crystallization for different concentrations of iPP
SWNTs composites as marked. The crystallization exotherm during cooling at a rate of 500C/min
is shown (Source Valentini 2003).
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3. Analysis Methods
Since we know that the carbon nanotubes orient along the direction of the shear flow and
that the iPP forms a smectic phase also oriented along the direction of shear flow, there could be
a possible interaction between these two effects in iPP/CNT composites. In our experiment, we
created CNT/iPP composites (neat iPP, .01%, .1%, 1%, 2%, 5% CNTs by weight) by mixing
CNTs and iPP in a solution of p-Xylene, and then precipitating the polymer and CNTs in
methanol. We then hot pressed the samples into films and sheared them using a Linkham
shearing stage CSS450 and a shearing procedure similar to the one used in Li’s paper (2005)
looking for the smectic phase and the formation of ordered crystals. After the samples
crystallized, we then analyzed CNT/iPP composites using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), and microscopic transmission ellipsometry
(MTE). We looked to see if there was any correlation between the increasing carbon nanotube
concentrations and the orientation of the crystals in the iPP. Our results show an increase in the
crystal ordering as the concentration of CNTs increases under the same shear conditions.
Differential scanning calorimetry is a process that measures the heat flow in and out of
sample as a function of time. There are two main types of DSCs: heat-flux DSC, and powercompensation DSC (Mathot pg.27). We used a heat-flux DSC in all the work we have done in
this thesis. Heat-flux DSCs work by comparing the temperature of a sample and a reference. The
sample polymer is placed in a lid and pan, and the reference is an empty lid and pan of the exact
same weight. The sample and reference are each placed in the DSC on top of small disks. The
machine monitors the temperature of both the sample and the reference from the contact point
that they rest on (Mathot pg. 28). The environment temperature is also monitored, and a heater
begins to heat up the environment and measure how the temperature of the sample and the
18

reference change. Any difference in temperatures, ΔT, between the sample and the reference is
related to difference in the rate of heat flow, Δφ, into the sample and the reference from the
environment (Mathot pg. 29), as:
(1)

where Δφ is equal to the difference in heat flow of the sample and the reference, K is a
constant of the DSC apparatus determined through calibration, and ΔT is the difference in
temperature between the sample and the reference. By measuring the difference in temperature
as the DSC increases the environment temperature, the DSC can measure the heat flow into the
sample.
DSC curves are useful because during phase transitions the heat capacity of the sample
changes significantly (Campbell pg. 312). In the DSC scan, this appears as an exothermic or
endothermic peak in the heat flow graph. These peaks are caused, for example, when during
crystallization energy is released as the polymer reaches a more stable energy level, and when
crystals are melted more energy is required to break the bonds (Campbell pg. 310). The location
of the crystal melting on the DSC trace gives the crystal melting temperature of the sample,
which is indicative of the stability of the crystals (Campbell pg. 312). DSC scans can also be
used to determine the degree of crystallinity and the glass transition temperature (Campbell pg.
306-213).
Wide-angle X-ray scattering measures the scattering angle of X-rays as they pass through
the sample. The set up involves an X-ray source that produces X-rays at a known wavelength λ.
In our set up λ = 0.1542 nm. The X-rays are fired at the sample. The X-rays are scattered based
19

on d, the distance between repeated planes in the crystal. Amorphous, non-crystalline regions of
the sample will not produce well defined X-ray scattering peaks since there is no regular spacing
between the molecules, (Campbell pg. 183). Crystalline structures have regular spacing which
causes X-rays to diffract according to Bragg’s law. The diffracted X-rays are then detected using
a 2 dimensional circular detector behind the sample (Figure 8).
The scattering angle is defined by Bragg’s law (Hecht pg. 483, Campbell pg. 158) as:
( )

(2)

λ is the wavelength of the X-rays, θ is the half of the scattering peak (2θ is the angle between the
incident and scattered beams), and d is the spacing between planes.
This causes the diffraction pattern of the X-ray to have high intensities at specific
diffraction angles corresponding to planes of the crystals with a repeated spacing. For any given
crystal structure there are many different planes that can cause scattering of the incident X-ray
beam. These planes are labeled according to Miller indices. The Miller indices are a series of
three numbers (hkl) (Levy pg. 37). If a, b, c are the sides of the unit cell of the polymer, and we
specify an origin of our coordinate system at the corner of the unit cell, then the plane defined by
the Miller indices of (hkl) would pass through the point (a/h, b/k, c/l) in the unit cell. Figure 9
shows an example of a plane defined by Miller indices in three dimensions.
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Sample

Incident X-ray
Beam

Diffracted
X-ray

2θ

2D-Xray
detector

Figure 8: A simplified diagram showing the X-ray beam (right), incident on a sample. The
diffracted X-ray is shown and the angle between it and the incident beam direction is 2θ. There
is also a beam stop (not shown) behind the sample to block the main X-ray beam and prevent
damage to the detector. The left image shows the definition of the Bragg angle.

Figure 9: Cartoon of a unit cell and two examples planes defined by Miller indices, (111) left
side, and (221) right side. Source
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Indices_miller_plan_definition.png>
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In an un-oriented crystalline sample this causes there to be definite rings on the two
dimensional X-ray image, because there is no preferred orientation so X-rays are scattered
randomly around the ring (Campbell pg. 178). In oriented samples, there are preferred directions
of scattering. The rings at specific scattering angles then collapse into small arc sections, which
appear more like the diffraction pattern one would get for a regular grid. This indicates a
preferred orientation of the crystals (Campbell pg. 178). Polymer crystal phases often have well
known d spacings and can often be identified by the X-ray diffraction pattern (Young pg. 245270).
Both POM and MTE use polarized light to determine information about the structure of
the sample. Light is an electromagnetic wave, and light can be characterized by the orientation of
its electric field vector. In un-polarized light, the electric field is randomly oriented. In linearlypolarized light the electric field vectors are all lined up along the same direction, and if the wave
was viewed head on i.e., looking back towards the source, the electric field oscillates, shrinking
and growing along the polarization direction (Hecht pg. 326). In circular polarized light the
electric field vector rotates, so that when it is viewed head on, the tip of the electric field vector
traces out a circle over time. Depending on the direction that the circle is traced
(counterclockwise or clockwise) the light is called left or right circularly polarized light (Hecht
pg. 327). The most general case of light polarization is elliptical polarized light. Linear and
circular polarized light can be seen as special case of elliptical polarized light. In elliptical
polarized light the electric field vector traces out an ellipse in time either clockwise or
counterclockwise. This means that the electric field vector is both rotating in time like the
circular polarized light but its magnitude is also oscillating like the linearly polarized light
(Figure 10) (Hecht pg. 329).
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The equations for each of the three types of light are:
⃗⃗ (
⃗⃗ (
⃗⃗ (
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)

(
(

)

̂
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)
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(3)
)

(4)
)
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for linearly polarized light, circular polarized light, and elliptically polarized light respectively
(Hecht pg. 325-329). Eoy and Eox are the electric field amplitudes in the directions x and y; k is
the wave vector of the light ( ̂

̂) and ( ̂

̂) , k = 2π/λ; ω is the radian frequency of

oscillation; and ε is a phase shift. From these equations one can see that circular and polarized
light are simply specialized cases of elliptically polarized light with specific values for ε.

Figure 10: Diagram showing the different polarizations of light. The electric field vector is in
red, the black circle/ellipse represents the line that electric field vector will trace out in time. The
light waves are viewed from head on, looking back at the source. In linearly polarized light the
electric field simple oscillates magnitude and always remains on the line. In circularly polarized
light the electric field vector’s magnitude remains constant but rotates.
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Some materials are optically anisotropic, and have different indices of refraction
depending on the direction. Materials that have different indices of refraction depending on the
direction are called birefringent (Hecht pg. 336).
Birefringence is then defined as:
|

|

(6)

for a uniaxial material (only one axis has a unique index of refraction). ne and no are the
two different indices of refraction of the material (Hecht pg. 342 ).
Plastic crystal structures, including iPP, are birefringent, and POM is a common method
of viewing plastic crystal structures (Campbell pg. 288). When light passes through these
crystals the birefringence of the crystal causes the polarization of the light to change (Hecht pg.
337). Therefore birefringent crystals will still be visible between two crossed polarizers while
non birefringent material will not be visible.
Polarized optical microscopy is simply using a regular microscope with two linear
polarizers. The first polarizer comes before the sample and the second polarizer, called the
analyzer, comes after the sample. Both polarizers are positioned at 900 to each other, so that
without a birefringent sample between them all the light is extinguished. When a birefringent
sample is placed between the polarizer and analyzer it will be visible since the sample will
change the polarization of light passing through it and allow some of it to pass through the
analyzer. The sample brightness of a region of the sample will depend on the amount of
birefringence in the sample, the sample’s orientation to the polarizers, and the sample’s thickness
(Campbell pg. 288). In the case of plastics where only crystalline regions have an optical fast
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axis and are birefringent, POM provides a quick and easy way to look at polymer crystals, as
they form or melt.
While POM is relatively simple, microscopic transmission ellipsometry (MTE) is more
complicated. Like POM, a known polarization of light is sent through the sample with an
analyzer on the other side to kill any unchanged light. However, in the case of MTE the light is
elliptically polarized.
Our set up uses a Xenon arc lamp, as a light source. The light from the lamp is passed
through water and a neutral density filter to prevent elements from overheating. The light then
passes through an interference filter with a center wavelength of 552.83 nm and a bandwidth of
9.51 nm at half height (Georgiev pg. 30). The light then passes through a linear polarizer. After
the light is linearly polarized it passes through two variable retarders which change the
polarization of the light to be some form of elliptical polarization. The polarization is known at
this point since we can calculate it from the settings on the variable retarders. The light then
passes through a condenser lens which focuses the light on the sample. After the sample there is
16x objective lens, and the light then passes through a right circular analyzer, and then is
measured using a CCD camera.
The CCD camera measures the intensity of the light at each pixel. The variable retarders
are then cycled through 3 different values from the original value and the intensities of the light
arriving at the CCD are recorded. Using the four different intensities and Stokes analysis it is
then possible to calculate the orientation of the optical fast axes as well as the general level of
retardance in the sample (Georgiev 2002). Retardance is defined as:
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(

(7)

)

where δ is the retardance, λ is the incident wavelength of the light, d is the thickness of
the sample, and Δn is the birefringence (Hecht pg. 352).
Stokes analysis says that all the possible polarization states of light can be written as one
vector of intensities (Hecht pg. 374).

(8)
[

]

where S0 is the total intensity. S1 is the difference of intensities of vertical and
horizontally polarized light. S2 is the difference in intensity of light polarized at an angle of 450
and S3 is the intensity of the difference between left and right circularly polarized light (Georgiev
2002, Hecht pg. 374).
Different optical elements can then be written as a Mueller matrix, which is a 4x4 matrix
that when multiplied against the Stokes vector produces the same effect as passing light through
that optical element (Hecht pg. 378). Using the matrices for the known optical elements in the
ellipsometer and a matrix containing the unknown parameters of our sample one can create and
solve a system of 4, 4x4 matrices for the unknown parameters of the sample. Using this method
it is possible to calculate both the orientation of the optical fast axis in the sample as well as the
retardance of the sample (Georgiev 2002).
Since the orientation of the optical fast axis in the sample can be related to orientation of
the crystals in the polymer, MTE can be used to confirm the WAXS results of increased
26

orientation in the sample. MTE is also more sensitive to the initial stages of crystallization than
the WAXS measurements (Georgiev 2002). MTE can also be done while the sample is still in the
Linkham hot stage immediately after the shearing, providing another advantage over WAXS.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Procedures
1. Making CNT/iPP Composites
CNT’s tend to clump together because of van der Waals interactions, and it can be
difficult to evenly distribute the CNT’s throughout the polymer. The following procedure was
designed by Yaniel Cabrera to evenly distribute the carbon nanotubes in the iPP by mixing the
two together in solution, instead of the melt.
Making the CNT /iPP composites required the following materials.


125ml p-Xylene



1L Methanol



3g iPP powder, Scientific Polymer Products CAT#130



Carbon Nanotubes, 140 nm dia., MER Corporation



200 ml Erlenmeyer flask



50 ml Erlenmeyer flask



600 ml filtration funnel



750 ml or larger crystallization dish



500 ml graduated cylinder



100 ml graduated cylinder



Thermometer with holder



3 hot plates/stirrers



Vacuum pump



Large Erlenmeyer flask with spigot



3 magnetic stir bars
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Oil bath - (Polydimethlysiloxane, Trimethyl-Siloxy polymer oil in a
crystallization dish)



Ultrasonicator

Preheat the oil bath on one of the hot plates to 124oC, and place one of the magnetic stir
bars in the bath to ensure that the oil is evenly heated. Using the 150 ml graduated cylinder,
measure out 100 ml of p-Xylene. Place the p-Xylene in the 200 ml Erlenmeyer flask. Using one
of the clamps and the holders, place the 100ml flask in the oil bath. Make sure that the level of
the oil bath is above the level of the p-Xylene, but that there is enough room below the flask for
the magnetic stir bar, in the oil bath, to rotate freely. Next, place a small magnetic stir bar in the
p-Xylene, and cover the flask with tin foil to prevent evaporation. Use a thermometer with holder
to monitor the temperature of the oil bath (Figure 11). Keep the oil bath at 124oC throughout the
sample making process.
After setting up the p-Xylene and oil bath, calculate the amount of carbon nanotubes
required assuming that the final sample will be 3.00 g. For example, a 1% CNT/iPP composite
would require 0.0300g of CNTs. Using a precision balance, weigh out as close to the required
amount of CNTs as possible. Measure out 25 ml of p-Xylene and pour it into the 50 ml
Erlenmeyer flask. Add the CNTs to the 50 ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 25 ml of p-Xylene.
Finally, cover the flask with tin foil and place it in the ultrasonicator, leaving the flask there for
at least 15 minutes. While working with the CNTs, follow the required safety procedures. Before
the carbon nanotubes are in a solution wear a face mask, gloves, and goggles. Once the carbon
nanotubes are in solution, the face mask is unnecessary.
While the carbon nanotubes are sonicating, calculate the required amount of iPP based on
the mass of the CNTs. This corrects for any discrepancy between the desired quantity of CNTs
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and the actual amount. For example, to make 1% CNT/iPP composite with 0.0298g of CNTs,
weigh out 2.98 g of iPP. Weigh out the required amount of iPP. Then, pour the iPP into the
200ml Erlenmeyer flask with 100 ml of p-Xylene. Make sure to cover the p-Xylene and iPP
solution afterwards to prevent evaporation.
While the p-Xylene and carbon nanotubes are sonicating, preheat a hotplate next to the
sonicator to 250oC. After 15 minutes of sonication, take the flask containing p-Xylene and
carbon nanotubes out of the sonicator and place flask on the hotplate. When the p-Xylene in the
flask begins to boil, move the flask back into the sonicator for another 30 to 45 seconds. Then,
move the p-Xylene back onto the hotplate. Continue to move the p-Xylene and CNT mixture
back and forth between the sonicator and the hotplate until the Xylene is as hot as possible while
keeping the CNTs evenly dispersed.
Pour the heated solution of CNTs and p-Xylene into the iPP-Xylene solution in the 200ml
flask. Set up a cool hotplate next to the oil bath and place the large crystallization with a large
stir bar inside of the dish on the new hot plate. Then, measure out 500 mL of methanol and place
it in the crystallization dish, and turn on the magnetic stirrer. Methanol is a non-solvent for iPP
and causes the iPP to precipitate from the Xylene solution. Remove the 200ml Erlenmeyer flask
from the oil bath and pour the CNT/iPP/p-Xylene mixture into the large crystallization dish
containing methanol at a constant rate. The rate of pouring should not be so slow that the pXylene cools to the point that the iPP begins to solidify. At the same time, pour slowly enough to
ensure that there not too much of the solution is being poured into the ethanol at once and
preventing proper precipitation. Turn off all the hotplates and stirrers at this point.
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Set up the filtration system using filter paper in the bottom of the 600ml filtration funnel
and place the filtration funnel on top of the large Erlenmeyer flask with spigot (Figure 12).
Connect the Erlenmeyer flask to the vacuum port of the fume hood with the orange rubber tube
and turned on the vacuum. Then, take the large crystallization dish and pour its entire contents
into the 600ml filtration funnel. After about 4-5 minutes all the liquid should be drained from the
sample. Empty the large Erlenmeyer flask as it fills up with liquid. After all the liquid is drained,
flush the CNT/iPP composite with another 500ml of methanol. When the methanol has passed
through the filter, place the wet CNT/iPP sample in a Petri dish and place it in the back of the
fume hood to dry uncovered for two days.
After 2 days, place the nearly dried sample in a vacuum oven at 60oC. The vacuum oven
removes any residual solvent from the sample by evaporating it. Afterwards put the dry CNT/iPP
composite in a sample bag, and labeled the sample.
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Figure 11: Oil Bath Setup

Figure 12: Filtration Funnel Setup
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2. Hot Press Procedure for Making CNT/iPP Films
After the composite making procedures the samples are in a dried, fluffy form with lots
of air inside the sample. These samples are not at all ideal for using with the Linkham shearing
stage. In order to prepare the samples for the Linkham shearing stage, the samples were pressed
into films using the following procedure. The procedure was modified from the hot press
procedure listed in the lab’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) manual.
Materials


Hydraulic hot press, Carver



Thermocouple and readout



Metal plates



Kapton film



CNT/iPP Composite

First, preheat the hot press to 200oC. Use a thermocouple, placed in the hole on the upper
platen, to monitor the temperature of the hot press (Figure 13). While the hot press is heating up,
cut two strips of Kapton film that will cover the entire surface of the metal plates. Place the
Kapton on the metal plates with a quarter-sized piece of CNT/iPP sample in the center of one of
the Kapton covered plates (Figure 14). When the hot press is at 200oC, make a sandwich out of
the two plates with the CNT/iPP composite in the middle. The whole ―sandwich‖ is then placed
on the bottom platen of the hot press. Slowly close the hot press so that both the top and bottom
platens of the hot press make contact with the metal plates. Wait 5 minutes for the sample to
melt, then apply 1500psi using the hot press. Keep the sample at 1500psi for another 5 minutes.
After pressing, remove the ―sandwich‖ from between the platens by releasing the pressure.
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Allow the sample to cool for another 5 minutes before removing it from between the plates. The
sample should peal easily away from the Kapton film.

Figure 13: Hot Press Setup

Figure 14: Metal Plates and Kapton
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3. Shearing Procedure for iPP/CNT Composites
The films produced from the hot press are then melted in a Linkham CSS250 and sheared
in melt, using a procedure developed by the author. The Linkham CSS250 is used because it
allows us to control the shearing parameters: the temperature, the shearing rate, and the thickness
of the sample. The shearing parameters were chosen so that all the different concentrations of
CNT/iPP composites sheared without problems.
Materials


Linkham CSS450 Shearing Stage



CNT/iPP Composite Films



Razor blade



Tweezers

Before beginning the shearing procedure, check the gap between the two plates of the
Linkham shearing stage according to the directions in the stage’s manual. If the gap is incorrect
or the lid of the stage rocks when closed and the edges are pressed realign the shearing stage
according to the manual and the directions in the drawer labeled ―Linkham shearing stage‖ in
room 216B. Before setting the gap for the experiment, set the gap to its default value by pressing
the reference lid button in the software.
To prepare CNT/iPP samples for the shearing stage, cut a 25x25 mm square sample from
one of the pressed films. Divide the sample into 4 equal 12.5x12.5 mm squares and stack them in
the center of the Linkham CSS250 sample area. The four layers should be between 100 μm to
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200 μm thick at this point. Close the lid. Using the software set the Linkham shearing stage gap
to 200 micrometers. Enter the following temperature profile into the computer:


Heat 30oC/min to 200oC



Hold 200oC for 5 min



Cool to 160oC at 30oC/min



Shear at 160oC for 2s at 1 Hz



Cool at maximum rate to room temperature.

After the samples cooled, remove the samples from the stage using a razor and tweezers.
Be careful to ensure that the sample remains in a single piece.
4. X-Ray Procedure


Bruker AXS WAXS X-ray machine



Sheared CNT/iPP Composites



Kapton Tape



Razor



Silicon Reference with a d spacing of 54.301 nm

Taking the sheared samples, cut a strip radially from the center and marked the point that
was 7 mm from the center of the disk (Figure 15) with a small cut. This produces a long roughly
rectangular sample that can easily fit into the WAXS sample holder. Dust the area around the
7mm mark with silicon reference. Then, place a piece of Kapton tape over the area to hold the
silicon reference in place. Each sample was then mounted in the Bruker AXS wide angle X-ray
diffractometer. Place the samples directly into the sample holders (Figure 16). Adjust the sample
so that the beam is hitting the sample roughly in the area of the 7mm mark. Take an X-ray scan
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with a 360s shutter. Take a reference image of the pure Kapton tape without any sample so that
you can subtract the background from all the other images.

Figure 15: X-ray and DSC Cuts

Figure 16: Sample in X-ray Sample Holder
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5. DSC Procedure
The DSC allows us to look at the melting temperature of the CNT/iPP composites. It is
useful because it can identify a shift in the melting temperature from the neat iPP and composites
as well as see any additional melting peaks formed which would indicate different types of
crystals. Procedure modified from the DSC SOPS manual.


TA Instruments Q-100 DSC



Sheared iPP/CNT Samples



Precision balance



DSC sample pan and lids

To begin weigh, a combination of aluminum sample pan and aluminum lid that to use for
the sample. Find another combination of pan and lid that has the same mass to use as a reference.
Then, seal the reference pan and lid using the DSC manual press that came with the machine to
make the reference for the DSC.
Using a hand-held hole punch, punch out a round circle from the outer edge of the one of
the sheared samples (Figure 15). The hole should be centered at 7 mm from the center, the same
distance as the X-ray scans. Weigh the punched out section. If it weighs less than the 0.2 grams,
make a second punch and weigh both. Continue adding punches until you achieve a mass greater
than 0.2 grams. Seal the pan and lid, with the sample inside, using the manual press in the same
way as the reference pan and lid.
Place both samples in the DSC with the sample being on the prong closer to the front of
the machine, and the reference on the back prong (Figure 17). Close the machine with the
software and use the software to set up the following temperature of profile 10oC/min steady
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ramp to 200oC from 300C recording. Set the software to record the heat flow, and run the
experiment.

Figure 17: DSC Sample compartment
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6. Ellipsometry Procedure
Ellipsometry was used as a second method for determining the crystal ordering the
sample. Ellipsometry allows us to determine the average direction of the optical fast axis in the
polymer, as well as the retardance of the sample. The procedure is based on the procedure in the
ellipsometry SOPS manual.


Custom built ellipsometer



Sheared CNT/iPP samples



Glass slide

Before every use of the ellipsometer, align it. Begin the alignment by removing all the
optical elements from the optical rail, and setting them aside on another rail. Then, turn on the
laser, and place two adjustable pinhole elements next to each other at the top of the rail next to
the laser. To ensure the laser is straight, aim the laser at the first pinhole and make sure that the
second pinhole is the same height as the first. Then, move the second pinhole to the far end of
the optical rail. Adjust the laser, using the gimbal mount, so that it the laser beam goes through
the center of the 1st pinhole and through the center of the far pinhole. The laser should now be
straight. At this point, move one of the pinholes from the vertical optical rail onto the optical
table near the xenon lamp (Figure 18). Use the same alignment procedure to align the mirror at
the base of the optical rail. This ensures that the laser beam is straight and that the mirror reflects
the laser at 900. Return each of the optical elements, starting at the bottom and working your way
up. With each progressive element, adjust the element so that the laser light reflected off the
element goes through the center of the pinhole nearest the laser. This ensures that each element is
aligned properly. After the alignment, turn on the xenon lamp, and waited 10 minutes for the
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lamp to stabilize. While the xenon lamp is warming up, insert the 16x optical lens into optical
train of the ellipsometer.
After all the elements are aligned, take one of the sheared samples and place it on a glass
slide. Place the sample and slide on the sample holder of the ellipsometer (see Figure 18). By
moving the condenser lens forward and backwards on the optical rail, focus the light to a point
on the sample. Then, turn on the two variable liquid crystal phase retarders, the monitor, and the
camera, focused the system by adjusting the 16x optical lens using the micrometers on the 16x’s
holder. Once the sample is focused on the monitor, move the sample so that the incident beam is
located 7 mm from the center of the sample, the same distance used for the X-ray and DSC tests.
Once the sample and the ellipsometer are aligned, use Matlab™ and the command
―oneframe‖ to take a quick scan of the sample. While ―oneframe‖ runs, watch the TV monitor
for any oversaturation. If oversaturation occurs (the screen goes completely white or fuzzy), turn
down the intensity of the xenon lamp, and run ―oneframe‖ again. When ―oneframe‖ returns a
good quality scan, run the program ―main‖, which takes the actual data, and follow the
directions.
Ellipsometry was performed on both sheared CNT/iPP samples once they were removed
from the shearing stage, and on CNT/iPP samples during the shearing procedure. To preform
Ellipsometry during shearing, place the Linkham shearing stage on the sample holder of the
ellipsometer, and run the shearing procedure described above (Figure 19). Immediately after the
2 second shearing pulse, take a scan using the command ―main‖.
The ellipsometer outputs a file that contains all the information needed to calculate the
optical fast axis and retardance of a sample. The file can be analyzed using the programs
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―randtheta‖, ―planequiver‖ (written by Professor Cebe). These programs output the data as a plot
where the color represents the retardance of the sample and the lines represent the orientation of
the optical fast axis. The program ―azmcolor‖ was also used to produce color plots of the
orientation of the optical fast axis.

Figure 18: Ellipsometer - upper view showing stage holder, objective holder, right circular
analyzer, tube lens, and camera.
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Figure 19: Ellipsometer - lower view showing heat absorber, interference filter, mirror, variable
retarders, substage condenser, shearing stage, and linear polarizer.
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Chapter 3
Results and Discussion
The purpose of the experiments was to determine how CNTs in CNT/iPP composites affect the
various crystal properties of iPP. Previous work had been done by Yaniel Cabrera on how the
CNTs affect the properties of iPP under static crystallization conditions. This work expands on
his work by looking of how the CNT affects the various properties of the polymer, when the
polymer is sheared before crystallization. We were primarily interested in the crystal phase of
the polymer, the orientation of the crystals, and the crystal melting points.
1. POM
POM was used during the initial stages of the research to design the shearing procedure.
It was used as a quick but imprecise way to measure the melting temperature of the crystals, and
to look for oriented fibrillar crystal structures. Once the shearing procedure was finalized POM
was replaced with MTE, WAXS, and DSC, to more accurately determine ordering, and crystal
melting temperatures.
POM images of the sheared iPP and the .01%CNT iPP, after reheating to temperatures
above the melting point of iPP, continue to show birefringence indicating surviving crystal
structures (Figure 20 a-d). These structures appear to be fibrillar-like and oriented along the
shear direction. In the neat iPP the crystal structures completely disappeared by 1800C (see
Figure 20 a-d). In the 0.01% CNT fibrillar crystal structures were visible at 1850C and there were
some remaining crystals at 1950C. This indicates that the CNTs increase the melting temperature
of the crystals.
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The samples in figure 20 a-d were sheared at 1550C a temperature that was 50C colder
than the samples used for the rest of the experiment because when the shearing procedure was
attempted on the higher concentrations of CNT/iPP composites the samples ―rolled‖. The rolled
samples were too thick and inconsistent to be used. By increasing the shearing temperature by
50C all samples were able to be sheared using the same temperature. Figure 20 e shows a POM
image on 0.1% CNT/iPP at the higher shearing temperature showing the existence of fibrillar
crystal structures that are surviving at higher temperature. Sheared samples were then made
using the 1600C temperature procedure (Figure 21) and analyzed using WAXS, DSC, and MTE.
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a.) 0.01% CNT 185oC

b.) 0.01% CNT 195oC

c.) Neat iPP 170oC

d.) Neat iPP 180oC

e.) 0.01% CNT/iPP 1830C

Figure 20: POM images of sheared samples then cooled then reheated to the labeled
temperatures. Samples a-d were sheared at 1550C at 1Hz for 2 seconds; sample (e) was sheared
at 160oC at 1Hz for 2s the same as the samples from the TEM, WAXS, and DSC. The images
show oriented fibrillar structures that exist at or above the standard melting temperature of iPP.
(b) shows oriented birefringence all the way up to 1950C. In a, b, and c, e it is possible to see
fibrillar crystal structure. Image (e) shows that even when sheared at a slightly higher
temperature, 1600C the samples still show high temperature birefringence and fibrillar
morphology. Scale bar represents 200 µm.
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Figure 21: Temperature profile of samples in the Linkham shearing stage. The crystal melting
temperature and time (Tm, tm), the shearing temperature and time (Ts, ts), and the crystallization
temperature and time (Tc, tc) are all marked. Tm is the absolute melting temperature, where all
of the iPP crystals have melted. The samples were crystallized non-isothermally. Tc was
estimated using the location of the crystallization exothermic peak when iPP is cooled at rate of
300C/min (Gradis 2005).
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2. WAXS
Two-dimensional WAXS diffraction patterns were taken of the varying concentrations of
the sheared CNT/iPP composites (Figure 22 a-f). These patterns can be used to determine the
orientation of the samples, the dominant crystal phase, and the crystallinity. The locations of the
peaks in WAXS are described by two angles χ and 2θ. χ is angle from the vertical axis to a line
going through the center of the figure and your point, while 2θ specifies the distance of the point
from the center of the diffraction pattern (Figure 23).
Because diffraction peaks appear as rings in unoriented samples and as small arcs in
highly oriented samples, WAXS can be used to determine the ordering of the sample (Figure 24).
The wide angle X-ray scattering diffraction patterns show orientation as expected in the sheared
CNT/iPP composites. The image from the neat iPP looks very similar to the WAXS patterns
from literature of sheared iPP (Elmoumni 2006). On the WAXS images we can see diffraction
peaks corresponding to alpha phase iPP in the different concentrations of iPP (compare Figure 25
to Figure 3). Therefore the Miller indices of the peaks are (110), (040), (130), (-131), in the
direction of increasing 2θ (Nogales 2001) (Figure 22 b). Orientation in our composite samples is
seen as a narrowing of the arcs in the two dimensional X-ray images (Figure 22).
We can determine the orientation of the crystal structures even further by comparing our
two dimensional WAXS patterns against calculated diffraction patterns for different orientations
(Figure 26). These calculated diffraction patterns from Auriemma’s paper on stretching iPP show
the pattern for three different crystal orientations, the a axis in the vertical direction (A), the c
axis in the vertical direction and the a axis in the vertical (B), and a combination of the a axis
being vertical and the c axis (C). By comparing these patterns to the diffraction patterns for the
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sheared CNT/iPP composites (Figure 22) we can determine that our crystals contain a
combination of the c axis in the shear direction and the a axis in the shear direction. This
structure forms in iPP from crystals of one orientation growing of off crystals in another.
(Auriemma 2006). The mother lamella are oriented with the c axis in the shear direction while
the daughter lamella have the a axis in the shear direction (Figure 27).
By integrating over a small range of 2θ near one of the peaks and plotting the value of the
integration vs. the angle χ, one can compare the degree of orientation in the samples (Figure 28).
From Figure 28 we can see that orientation increases as the concentration of carbon nanotubes
increases up to 1% for the (110), (040), (-131) peaks. After one percent CNT concentration by
weight there is no further increase in the orientation in the iPP crystals, and at 5% there appears
to be a loss of orientation for an unknown reason (Figure 28). This suggests that the effect of the
CNTs saturates around 1% concentration by weight.
Planes that have different Miller indices scatter differently in an oriented sample. Since
the Miller indices specify the plane of the scattering if the crystals are predominant oriented in a
single direction, the positions of the reflections in χ space will depend on the Miller indices.
Since we can flip a crystal without changing its orientation, Miller indices corresponding to
planes which are not symmetrical upon a flipping the direction of the orientation axis of the unit
cell will have 4 reflections. Planes that are symmetrical when axis of orientation is flipped will
have only two reflections. In Figure 28, there is a double peak for all the samples only in the
(110) Miller index at χ = 1800 this is caused by the non 90 degree angle β. The double peak is
caused by the lamella with the a axis oriented in the shear direction, neither the up or down
reflection is preferred so this causes a doubling of the (110) peak. This doubling is seen in the
calculated diffraction pattern crystals with the a axis oriented in the shear direction (Figure 26
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B). There is double peak for all the crystal peaks in the 0.01%CNT sample. Since it is consistent
for all the peaks it is likely caused from imperfect ordering of the sample, and the doubling of the
peaks is not caused in this case by the crystal structure.
The X-ray diffraction patterns were also used to determine the percent crystallinity of the
samples. The diffraction patterns were integrated about χ. Then using a MatLab™ program
written by Professor Cebe χ integrations were then shifted to q space. The crystal peaks and the
amorphous region then were fitted with Gaussian distributions using the program
―XRayFitGUI‖. By comparing the area of the Gaussian distribution for the amorphous halo to
the area of the crystalline peaks we were able to calculate the crystallinity of the sample. Table 2
shows the percent crystallinity (Χc) of the composites. Χc varies between 0.46 and 0.64 and there
is no trend with increasing MWCNT concentrations. The values are all within the normal range
for iPP (Avila-Orta 2007). Because the Linkham stage was unable of accurately controlling the
cooling rate of the sample, it is likely that different samples of the same CNT concentration
crystallinity would vary considerably for every new sheared sample made.
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a

b

c

Neat iPP

0.01% CNT/iPP

0.1% CNT/iPP

d

e

f

1% CNT/iPP

2% CNT/iPP

5% CNT/iPP

Figure 22: Series of two dimensional WAXS scans, with increasing CNT concentrations. X-ray
diffraction patterns were taken at a distance of 7 mm radially from the center of the sample. The
shear direction is vertical as labeled by the arrow and the Miller indices of the different peaks are
labeled on the 0.01%CNT/iPP graph. The bright dotted ring on the outside is the silicon powder
reference standard. The scans show an increase of crystal ordering as the carbon nanotube
concentration increases. This can be seen as a narrowing of the width of the bright spots on the
diffraction rings. The inset in d shows an example of a χ integration of the pattern. The shadow
of the beam stop can be seen in c, d, e.
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Figure 23: A WAXS diffraction pattern with the angles χ, and 2θ defined. Χ begins at 0° at the
vertical down direction and increases as you go around the circumference of a given diffraction
ring. 2θ begins at zero at the center of the pattern and increases as the radius increases.

a.) iPP fiber with a draw ratio of 1.5

b.) iPP fiber with a draw ratio of 9.02

Figure 24: 2-D WAXS patterns of iPP with two different draw ratios: a) 1.5, b) 9.02. As the
draw ratio increases, the orientation of the sample increases. The increase in orientation due to
the drawing can be seen in the diffraction patterns as the rings become small arcs from a to b
(Source Ran 2000).
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Figure 26: Calculated WAXS patterns from Auriemma’s paper on stretching iPP. A shows the
pattern caused when orientation of the c axis is vertical. B shows pattern when the a axis is
vertical and C shows a combination of the two patterns. The size of the spots represents their
relative intensities to each other. If you compare these plots to the WAXS patterns of the sheared
composites, Figure 22, you find that the CNT/iPP composites patterns are consistent with pattern
C. (Source Auriemma 2006).

Figure 27: An example of the structure that would cause a combination of the a and c axis being
oriented vertically. There is a mother lamella that is oriented with its c axis in the shear direction
(here, vertical) and a daughter lamella that grows epitaxially off of the mother lamella with its a
axis oriented also in the direction of shear (Source Auriemma 2006).
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Figure 28: a-c 2θ integrations of
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Table 1: Miller indices and d spacings for the diffraction peaks visible in the WAXS scan. The
theoretical placement in 2θ is shown (Auriemma 2000).
Table of Miller Indices and Reflections
λ = .154nm
2θ (degrees)
(hkl)
dhkl (nm)
14.1

110

0.626

17.1

040

0.518

21.9

-131

0.406

Table 2: Percent crystallinity for all of the different CNT/iPP composites. Due to the shearing
stages limitations the cooling rate was not able to be held constant enough. Repeated
measurements on a different set of sheared samples could vary considerably.
Percent Crystallinity
Sample

Χc ± .02

Neat iPP

0.49

0.01% CNT/iPP

0.64

0.1% CNT/iPP

0.46

1% CNT/iPP

0.50

2% CNT/iPP

0.56

5% CNT/iPP

0.66
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3. MTE
Microscopic Transmission Ellipsometry was used as a second method of determining the
orientation of the crystals in the sample. Using MTE we were able to look at the samples
immediately after shear, while they were still in the shearing stage. MTE was not possible on the
2%, 5% CNT/iPP composites because they did not transmit enough light.
The Ellipsometry scans of the samples show orientation immediately after shear and after
crystallization. The lines on the MTE images represent the average direction of the optical fast
axis in the polymer crystal for nearby crystals. If the optical fast axis is lined up then it suggests
that there is ordering in the neighboring crystals. At high temperatures immediately after
shearing the order appears to be independent of the concentration of carbon nanotubes (Figure
29). However, in the cooled crystallized samples the MTE images show an increase in the
orientation of the fast optical axis of the iPP crystals as the concentration of CNTs increases
(Figure 30). The increase in orientation as shown in the MTE images confirms the increase in
orientation of the WAXS images.
MTE proved to be less useful than we hoped since the mother-daughter structures of
orientation that we observed in the WAXS are too small for MTE to resolve. MTE only gives us
the average orientation for the area represented in each pixel.
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Figure 29: Transmission ellipsometry done on samples immediately after shearing. a, c – image
after shearing; b ,d – sheared samples cooled to 900C. Color represents the angle of the optical
fast axis with respect to the vertical axis. The color map changes from blue to red as the fast axis
orients from –π/2 (colored blue) to just less than π/2 radians, at π/2, color reverts to blue.
Samples at 1600C show a high degree of orientation represented by near solid color. Samples,
after cooling to 90°C, show regions with different orientations. This suggests that during
crystallization the optical fast axis switches orientation in some regions. There is ambiguity in
the orientation of the optical fast axis since positive alpha crystals have it oriented parallel to the
long axis of the structures while negative alpha phase has it oriented perpendicular (Cabrera
2009). Further ambiguity is caused by the daughter lamellae with the a axis oriented along the
shear direction.
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Figure 30: Transmission ellipsometry done on the same samples as the X-ray scan and at same
distance from the center. The color indicates the angle of the optical fast axis from the vertical in
radians from –π/2 to π/2. The samples show the same trend as the X-ray with higher CNT
concentrations showing increasing alignment which can be seen as an increase in the uniformity
of the color. Above 1% CNT content samples do not transmit enough light for transmission
ellipsometry measurements.
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4. DSC
The DSC results were used as a more accurate measure of the melting point of the
crystals than the POM. Differential scanning calorimetry of the sample shows similar to the
POM an increase in the crystal-melting temperature as the concentration of carbon nanotubes
increases (Figure 31). The slightly higher melting temperature could be caused an increase in the
crystallization temperature caused by the CNTs. CNTs act as a nucleating agent in iPP (Cabrerra
2009) which cause the sample to crystalize at a slightly higher temperature during nonisothermal cooling. If the crystals are forming at slightly higher temperatures this would cause
the melting temperature to increase slightly as well.
The increase in melting temperature in the DSC does not show a large increase as one
would expect from the initial POM data. This is likely because in the POM images most of the
crystals have melted and only a small fraction remains. Additionally the sheared iPP has a higher
melting temperature than the un-sheared neat iPP.
There is also a second endothermic peak in the sheared samples. This second peak shifts
from a temperature lower than the main endothermic peak for the pure iPP to a temperature
higher than the main peak for all the CNT/iPP composites. This is similar to what happens to
neat iPP as the shearing strain increases (Elmoumni 2006).
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Figure 31: Heat flow vs. temperature during melting of sheared samples at a heating rate of
10°/min for various CNT concentrations. Samples were taken with the center of the sample at the
same distance as the X-ray scan. As the concentration of CNT goes up there is a gradual increase
in the melting peak temperature. There is also a second endothermic peak for all of the sheared
samples. This peak shifts from a lower temperature than the main crystal melting peak, to a
higher temperature than the main peak as the CNT concentration increases. Data for
concentrations were taken by the author except for the unsheared iPP which was taken by Lauren
Wielgus.
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5. Discussion
WAXS gave us the most information about our samples. The WAXS patterns showed
that the composites consist primarily of α phase crystals. That were formed in a mother daughter
pattern with mother lamella having a c orientation in the shear direction and daughter lamella
with the a axis in the shear direction. WAXS also suggests that carbon nanotubes do not affect
the crystallinity of the sample, but variability between samples of the same CNT concentration is
high, so more tests would be required to confirm. MTE images show crystal ordering that
increases with an increase in carbon nanotube concentration as well but due to the small size of
the crystal structures it was not nearly as useful as the WAXS images.
The DSC scans show a peak endotherm pattern consistent with sheared iPP that forms an
oriented shish-kabob structure, see Figure 31 (Elmoumni 2006). The double peak is visible in the
DSC scans of our composite samples which show a main endotherm and small secondary
endotherm. Furthermore, the smaller peak shifts from a temperature lower than the main
endothermic peak to one higher than the melting temperature. This is similar to the shift seen in
the secondary peak caused by increasing the strain on neat iPP (Figure 32). In our samples,
however, the strain was kept constant (around 1790) and the carbon nanotube concentration was
varied. This suggests that carbon nanotubes have a similar effect of increasing the strain on the
samples. While this is interesting and suggests an avenue for further research, it is difficult to
compare the results direction since in Elmoumni’s paper the shearing rate was not kept constant
which it was in our samples.
From the literature (Li 2005) it has been suggested that crystal ordering in sheared neat
iPP is caused by smectic precursors, arising from oriented smectic phase formed during shearing
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while the sample is melted. It has also been shown that carbon nanotubes align during shear
stress in polymer melts (Fan 2005). If iPP forms oriented crystal structures from the oriented
smectic as proposed in the literature (Li 2005), then it seems possible that the carbon nanotubes
help induce the smectic phase in the sample. There may be a coupling between the carbon
nanotubes’ nematic ordering and the iPP smectic phase, and this coupling may cause the increase
in crystal ordering in the sheared samples. Another possibility is that the oriented carbon
nanotubes are acting as nucleation sites for the polymer crystal which are producing ordered
samples. Finally the carbon nanotubes have been shown to increase the viscosity of CNT/iPP
composites compared to neat iPP (Xu 2008).
To differentiate these possibilities, more tests are required. First we need to confirm that
the carbon nanotubes are indeed oriented in the sheared samples. One possible way to do this
would be to perform polarized Raman spectroscopy on the samples, and work has already begun
to measure the CNT alignment using this method. Another important test is to look for small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) indicative of the smectic phase of iPP in the sheared samples. The
X-ray peak is located near 1.6 nm-1 in q space (Li 2005), which is outside the range of our X-ray
set up. The smectic phase disappears upon crystallization; it is believed to crystallize into α
phase crystals (Li 2005). One possibility to look for the smectic peak is to quench the samples to
prevent crystallization and then send the samples off for SAXS done at Brookhaven Lab by our
research team. Both tests should be performed to confirm the orientation of the carbon nanotubes
and to look for an increase in the smectic peak with increasing carbon nanotube concentration.
Additionally to ensure that the increase of orientation is caused by the carbon nanotubes and not
a change in the visco-elastic properties of the polymer during shear, the samples should all be
sheared at different temperatures that ensure similar visco-elastic properties. If the samples
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sheared at a constant viscosity show an increase of alignment with an increase in CNT
concentration by weight, then it would be reasonable to assume that the carbon nanotubes are
directly increasing the orientation of the polymer and not simply affecting the viscosity of the
sample.

Figure 32: DSC thermograms of sheared iPP for varying strains as marked in percentage by the
numbers along the left side of the figure. As the strain increases the secondary peak shifts from
lower temperature to higher temperature compared to the main crystallization endotherm. These
samples were sheared at different rates for each strain and at a lower temperature than our
samples making comparisons difficult. Our samples were sheared at a strain of 1759.
Endothermic deflection is upward from the baseline (Source Elmoumni 2005).
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